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Chinese aesthetic culture is a dynamic concept, this article from the perspective 
of modernity to grasp the aesthetic cultura's change, the text of “modernity” refers to 
people's aesthetic and cultural perception of the modern transformation, reflection, 
criticism and coordinate and found that the traditional culture to a modern aesthetic 
the problems faced by transition analysis of the  crux of the problem and propose 
solutions to the problem. 
First of all, ask questions, this article from the analysis of the situation of 
China-like aesthetic culture and contemporary aesthetics and cultural characteristics, 
the question in two ways: the first question , aesthetic and cultural context of the 
Chinese people to build a modern nation-state is too high and the full  affirmed 
positive values to the Chinese aesthetic culture's positive values ; the second question, 
the modernization process of the negative effects arising from the reflection and the 
critical intensity is clearly not enough. 
Secondly, analyse the problem, the Chinese aesthetic and cultural 
transformation of the defects  arising in the course has its own logic and historical 
context , such as the traditional image of a  modern image resolution, the expansion of 
visual tension, the loss of the humanistic spirit is the logic of aesthetic culture and the 
product of historical development. 
Finally, the three-point coordinate. The Analysis of "the crisis of legitimacy"; 
construct images "triple structure" (calling structure, the structure of the market feel, 
innovative structure); respect for self-regulation of Classic arts and self-reflective 
consciousness of the theory,for achieving the health of the Chinese aesthetic culture's 
development - a prototype of desire and reality of life for survival pleasure emotional 
sense should be enhanced , the freedom and the survival life stlye go beyond the 
aesthetic experience is where the pursuit of aesthetic culture. 
In short, the modern vision of the aesthetic of Chinese culture, aesthetic and 
cultural transition from discovery of the problems faced, the methods used 
throughout the history of logic, analysis of the logic of why the emergence of clues 
and historical context, the culture solution for the plight of a study topic is the 
feasibility of practical significance. 
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